One-Touch Pen Voice Recorder (Item: MP4)

One-touch voice recording personifies the MP4 capabilities. The stylish writing design of the pen compliments the high quality, intuitive recording ability of this easy to use pen voice recorder.

Features:

Now with 4GB of Memory!

- Discreet construction
- Records to MP3 format for compatibility
- 4GB internal memory (up to 284 hours of audio)

Tech Specs:

- Not MAC compatible
- Memory: 4GB
- Recording Time: 284 hrs
- Recording Format: MP3
- Battery: Internal Rechargeable (via USB)
- Battery Indicator: LED
- Recording Battery Life: Approx 6 hours
- Product Size: 0.56” x 5.31”
- Product Weight: 0.99oz

Includes:

- PEN RECORDER
- 2 INK REFILLS
- INSTRUCTION MANUAL